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The SWEET-HOME Project: Audio Technology in Smart Homes to improve Well-being and Reliance

Michel Vacher, Dan Istrate, François Portet, Thierry Joubert, Thierry Chevalier, Serge Smidtas, Brigitte Meillon, Benjamin Lecouteux, Mohamed Séhili, Pedro Chahuara and Sylvain Méniard

Abstract—The SWEET-HOME project aims at providing audio-based interaction technology that lets the user have full control over their home environment, at detecting distress situations and at easing the social inclusion of the elderly and frail population. This paper presents an overview of the project focusing on the multimodal sound corpus acquisition and labelling and on the investigated techniques for speech and sound recognition. The user study and the recognition performances show the interest of this audio technology.

I. INTRODUCTION

Demographic change and ageing in developed countries imply challenges for the society to continue to improve the well being of its elderly and frail inhabitants. Since the dramatic evolution of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT), one way to achieve this aim is to promote the development of smart homes. In the health domain, a health smart home is a habitation equipped with a set of sensors, actuators, automated devices and centralised software controllers specifically designed for daily living task support, early detection of distress situations, remote monitoring and promotion of safety and well-being [2]. The smart home domain is greatly influenced by the Ubiquitous Computing domain. As introduced by Weiser [15], ubiquitous computing refers to the computing technology which disappears into the background, which becomes so seamlessly integrated into our environment that we do use it naturally without noticing it. Among all the interaction and sensing technologies used in smart homes (e.g., infra-red sensors, contact doors, video cameras, RFID tags, etc.), audio processing technology has a great potential to become one of the major interaction modalities. Audio technology has not only reached a stage of maturity but has also many properties that fit the Weiser’s vision. It is physically intangible and depending on the number and type of the sensors (omnidirectional microphones) that are used, it does not force the user to be physically at a particular place in order to operate. Moreover, it can provide interaction using natural language so that the user does not have to learn complex computing procedures or jargon. It can also capture sounds of everyday life which makes it even more easy to use and can be used to communicate with the user using synthetic or pre-recorded voice. More generally, voice interfaces can be much more adapted to disabled people and the ageing population who have difficulties in moving or seeing than tactile interfaces (e.g., remote control) which require physical and visual interaction. Moreover, audio processing is particularly suited to distress situations. A person, who cannot move after a fall but being conscious, has still the possibility to call for assistance while a remote control may be unreachable. Despite all this, very few smart home projects have seriously considered audio technology and notably speech recognition in their design [3], [6]. Part of this can be attributed to the complexity of setting up this technology in a real environment and to important challenges that still need to be overcome [14].

This paper presents the SWEET-HOME project which started in 2010 to address several of these issues. An introduction to the project is given in Section II. The first task of the project was to acquire a large sample of situations for training and analysis purpose. This acquisition is detailed in Section III. Then, the core audio technologies being developed, namely, every day sound detection and distant speech recognition, are presented in Section IV and V. The paper ends with an outlook of future works.

II. THE SWEET-HOME PROJECT

The SWEET-HOME project (sweet-home.imag.fr) is a French national supported research project aiming at designing a new smart home system based on audio technology focusing on three main aspects: to provide assistance via natural man-machine interaction (voice and tactile command), to ease social inclusion and to provide security reassurance by detecting situations of distress. If these aims are achieved, then the person will be able to pilot, from anywhere in the house, their environment at any time in the most natural way possible. The project is made up of researchers and engineers from the Laboratory of Informatics of Grenoble (specialised in speech processing, smart home design and evaluation), the Esigetel (specialised in audio technology) and from three companies: Theoris (real-time system development and integration), Camera Contact (diffusion of adapted services for maintenance at home) and Technosens (videophone equipment for the elderly).

The targeted users are elderly people who are frail but still autonomous. There are two reasons for this choice. Firstly, a
The domotic system is costly and would be much more profitable if it is used in a life-long way rather than only when the need for assistance appears. Secondly, in the case of a loss of autonomy, the person would continue to use their own system with some adaptations needed by the new situation (e.g., wheelchair) rather than having to cope simultaneously with their loss of autonomy and a new way of life imposed by the smart home. To assess the acceptance of this new technology, a qualitative user evaluation was performed [10]. 8 healthy persons between 71 and 88 years old, 7 relatives (child, grand-child or friend) and 3 professional carers were questioned in co-discovery in a fully equipped smart home alternating between interview and wizard of Oz periods. The four important aspects of the project have been assessed: voice command, communication with the outside world, domotic system interrupting a person’s activity, and electronic agenda. In each case, the voice based solution was far better accepted than more intrusive solutions (e.g., video camera). Thus, in accordance with other user studies [6], audio technology appears to have a great potential to ease daily living for elderly and frail persons. To respect privacy, it must be emphasized that the adopted solution analyses the audio information on the fly and does not store the raw audio signal. Moreover, the speech recognizer is made to recognize only a limited set of predefined sentences which prevents recognition of intimate conversations.

Regarding the technical aspect, the project tries to make use of already standardised technologies and applications rather than building communication buses and purpose designed material from scratch. As emphasized in [7], standards ensure compatibility between devices and ease the maintenance as well as orient the smart home design toward cheaper solutions. In our case, the KNX bus system (KoNneX), a worldwide ISO standard (ISO/IEC 14543) for home and building control has been chosen as main communication bus. Another example of this strategy is that SWEET-HOME includes already designed systems such as the e-lio (www.technosens.fr) or Visage (camera-contact.com) systems which will make it easier for the user to connect with their relative, grocer or caregiver. We believe this strategy is the most realistic one given the large spectrum of skills that are required to build a complete smart home system. Moreover, in order for the user to be in full control of the system and also in order to adapt to the users’ preferences, three ways of commanding the system are possible: voice order, PDA or classical tactile interface (e.g. switch).

The architecture of the system is depicted Figure 1. The input is composed of the information from the domotic network and information from the 8 microphones (M1, M2…M8) transmitted through radio frequency channels. Thus, information can be provided directly by the user (e.g., voice order) or via environmental sensors (e.g., temperature). The information coming from the domotic system is transmitted on-line to the intelligent controller (through several preprocessing steps). This controller captures all streams of data, interprets them and executes the required actions. The knowledge of the controller is defined using two semantic layers: the low-level ontology, devoted to the representation of raw data and network information description (e.g., state of switches and actuators); and the high-level ontology which represents concepts being used at the reasoning level. This separation between low and high levels makes it possible a high re-usability of the reasoning layer when the sensor network and the home have to be adapted [4]. Once the current situation/order has been determined, the controller either reacts to the order or acts pro-actively by modifying the environment without an order (e.g. turns off the light when nobody is in the room). Outputs of the system thus include domotic commands but also interactions with the user when a vocal order was not understood for example, or in case of alert messages (e.g. turn off the gas, remind the person of an appointment).

While the domotic system provides symbolic information, raw audio signals must be processed to extract information from speech and sound. This extraction will be based on our experience in developing the AUDITHIS system [13], a real time multi-threaded audio processing system for ubiquitous environments. The audio information is composed of 8 channels, seven are devoted to the house and another one is free for specific application (e.g., hand microphone, radio). Succinctly, Acquisition / Detection stage simultaneously detects in real-time the audio events on the 8 input channels of a sound card at a 16 kHz sampling rate by an adaptive threshold algorithm based on the discrete wavelet transform. Data of each channel is buffered and processed sequentially and separately. At the Quality stage, noise level (and other parameters) is evaluated to assess the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of each acquired sound. The events are then discriminated between speech and everyday life sound using Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) and then undergo further processing to recognize either the uttered sentence or the type of sound (e.g., object fall, door slam). These two stages are further described in sections IV and V.

![Fig. 1. Block diagram of the SWEET-HOME system architecture.](image-url)
III. SMART HOME CORPUS ACQUISITION

To provide data to test and train the different processing stages of the SWEET-HOME system, experiments were run in the DOMUS smart home that was designed by the Multicom team of the Laboratory of Informatics of Grenoble to observe users’ activities interacting with the ambient intelligence of the environment. Figure 3 shows the details of the flat. It is a thirty square meters suite flat including a bathroom, a kitchen, a bedroom and a study, all equipped with sensors and effectors so that it is possible to act on the sensory ambiance, depending on the context and the user’s habits. The flat is fully usable and can accommodate a dweller for several days.

The technical architecture of DOMUS is based on KNX. More than 150 sensors, actuators and information providers are managed in the flat (e.g., lighting, shutters, security systems, energy management, heating, etc.). A residential gateway architecture has been designed, supported by a virtual KNX layer seen as an OSGI service (Open Services Gateway Initiative) to guarantee the interoperability of the data coming and to allow the communication with virtual applications, such as activity tracking. The flat has also been equipped with 7 radio microphones set into the ceiling that can be recorded in real-time thanks to a dedicated PC embedding an 8-channel input audio card [13].

21 persons (including 7 women) participated to an experiment to record multimodal data in a daily living context. To make sure that the data acquired would be as close as possible to real daily living data, the participants were asked to perform several daily living activities in the smart home. The average age of the participants was 38 ± 13 years (22-63, min-max). The experiment consisted in following a scenario of activities without condition on the time spent and the manner of achieving them (e.g., having a breakfast, simulate a shower, get some sleep, clean up the flat using the vacuum, etc.). Figure 2 shows participants performing activities in the different rooms of the smart home. A visit, before the experiment, was organized to make sure that the participants will find all the items necessary to perform the activities. During the experiment, event traces from the domotic network, audio and video sensors were captured. Video data were only captured for manual marking up and are not intended to be used for automatic processing. In total, more than 26 hours of data have been acquired.

To use the multimodal corpus for training and testing, data of interest must be annotated. Participants’ activities, location, etc. were annotated using a standard software. However, sound annotation requires an heavier procedure given its transient nature. A detection algorithm [11] was applied to the seven channels to detect intervals of sounds of interest. Then, for human annotation purpose, a unique signal resulting of the combination of the seven channels using a weighted sum with coefficients varying with the signals energy was created. Moreover, sound intervals were fused by making the union of overlapping intervals of the seven channels. This signal, the merged intervals, and the videos were then used for the annotation. The resulting annotation file contains the start, the end and the class of the sound or speech event.

IV. SOUND CLASSIFICATION

In a home automation context, many daily living sounds are interesting to detect in order to obtain direct information about the resident status (e.g., cry, snoring) or to help the home automation system disambiguate situations (e.g., textile handling sound during a wearing activity inference). A first step of the sound detection task was to identify the most useful sound classes to recognize according to the project objectives and users’ feedback. Sounds were grouped based on spectral proximity in generic classes such as human sounds (cough, yawn, screams, cry, snoring), water type, electrical engine (hair dryer, store engine, vacuum cleaner), object falls, etc.

Two approaches were developed to classify sounds of everyday living. A GMM (Gaussian Mixture Models) based classifier with an optimum number of Gaussians determined using the ANASON software developed at ESIGETEL and an SVM (Support Vector Machine) based approach. In a previous experiment [12], the GMM was trained on a corpus with sounds described by 16 MFCC (Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficient) acoustical parameters while the SVM was trained on the same corpus using a Gaussian RBF kernel and a one-versus-one approach. 14 sound classes were used (breathlessness, door-slamming, electrical shaver, female cry, female scream, male scream, hair-dryer, paper, glass breaking, laugh, sneeze, cough, dishes and yawn).

As the Sweet-Home corpus is currently being annotated, the preliminary tests have been done using a database composed of local recordings and some downloaded files. The GMM led to higher results than the SVM one (92% of correct classifications vs. 87%). But, that can be due to the naive SVM aggregation implemented method which simply sums up the score of all frames (about 16ms) of a sound to get the global score. However, the corpus need to be extended and a hierarchical classification approach will be implemented in order to increase classification robustness.
V. SPEECH RECOGNITION

Automatic Speech Recognition systems (ASR) have reached good performances with close talking microphones (e.g. head-set), but the performance decreases significantly as soon as the microphone is moved away from the mouth of the speaker (e.g., when the microphone is set in the ceiling). This deterioration is due to a broad variety of effects including reverberation and presence of undetermined background noise such as TV, radio and devices. All these problems should be taken into account in the home context and have become hot topics in the speech processing community [1].

In the SWEET-HOME project, all the sentences uttered in the flat are not to be recognized, only vocal orders or some distress sentences need to be detected. Term detection has been extensively studied in the last decades in the two different contexts of spoken term detection: large speech databases and keyword spotting in continuous speech streams. The first topic recently faced a growing interest, stemming from the critical need of content-based structuring of audio-visual collections. Performances reported in the literature are quite good in clean conditions, especially with broadcast news data. However, performances of state-of-the-art approach are unknown in noisy situation such as the one considered in SWEET-HOME. This section summarises experiments that were run to test to which extend standard and research ASR systems can be used in this context.

The SWEET-HOME speech corpus was built from the multimodal SWEET-HOME corpus. It is made of 1779 sentences uttered by 21 persons and each channel lasts about 1 hour 19 minutes 13 s. The average SNR (Signal-to-Noise Ratio) for the considered sentences is 20.3 dB.

In a first step, two ASR systems were used: Sphinx [9] and Speeral [8] working with different graph exploration algorithms to build a baseline system. The best baseline system was composed of interpolated language models between a predefined domotic sentences); and used speaker acoustic adaptation. The best baseline obtained a 14.5% Word Error Rate and a 16.9% Classification Error Rate.

We plan to develop a robust original approach to benefit from the multiple microphones of the smart home and from a priori knowledge about the sentences being uttered. This approach will be based on the Driven Decoding Algorithm (DDA) which permits to drive a audio stream being decoded by the results of the decoding on another one [5].

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper presents an overview of the SWEET-HOME project which aims at designing a new smart home system based on audio technology. Several steps have been completed to provide real-time detection of sound of everyday living and speech recognition in the house. This technology can benefit both the disabled and the elderly population that have difficulties in moving or seeing and want security reassurance.

Next steps in the project include the improvement of the current audio processing algorithms and further developments of the intelligent controller. Integration of the different modules in a real-time system is also an important aspect of the project. The resulting system is planned to be tested in different homes (from fully equipped with domotic devices to poorly equipped) to test the reliability of the approach and with elderly people to get essential feedback from this targeted population. Finally, social inclusion will undergo separated tests using specialised devices to find out which information can be usefully exchanged between them in order to improve both the user’s environment and her communication capacity.
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